
Streetwise: rules of the game
The object of the game: 

These rules are based on four players or four groups of player.

To accumulate the most wealth by buying, selling and trading properties;
collecting rents and various other means. 

Equipment:

You should have one game board,
two dice, four coloured game tokens,
12 good news cards, 12 bad news
cards, 29 property deed cards, 60
each of the eight denominations of
play money and facilitators notes.

The set-up:

Choose a treasurer as the distributor
of the cash and property deed cards.
Each player receives the following
notes: two - £5,000 notes; four - £
1,000 notes; five - £500 notes; five -
£100 notes; five - £50; five - £20; five
- £10; five - £5. 

Set the game board up and place the
good news and bad news cards in
their respective places on the board.

After each player chooses a colour
and places his or her token on the
starting space, play is ready to begin.

Game play:

Players each take a turn throwing the
dice. The player with the highest total
goes first by throwing the dice again
and moving the appropriate number
of spaces clockwise around the
board. Play continues as each player
takes a turn in a clockwise rotation.

THROWING DOUBLES

A player who throws doubles receives
another turn. There is no limit to the
number of consecutive doubles
thrown.

BUYING AN UN-OWNED
PROPERTY

Each property has a purchase value
indicated by a price shown at the top
of each board space. When landing
on an un-owned property space, a
player may purchase that property by
paying the treasury the price shown.
In exchange, the player receives that
property deed card.

LANDING ON AN OWNED
PROPERTY

When a player lands on a property
that is owned by another player, a
rental fee must be paid by that player
to the owner. Rental rates are
specified on each deed card.

RENTAL FEES

If a player owns more than one
property in a colour group, the rental
rate of each property increases. They
also increase if a player owns an
entire colour group or an entire side
of the board. See each deed card for
details.

SELLING OR TRADING A
PROPERTY

During a turn, each player may offer
to buy, sell, trade or auction
properties. The time allotted for
negotiation is 2 minutes. A player may
make 2 transactions per turn.
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MORTGAGING A PROPERTY

If a player does not have enough
cash to pay a rental fee or penalty,
that player must either sell or
mortgage properties. A mortgaged
property deed card must be turned
face down. No rentals may be
collected on a mortgaged property.
The loan value of a mortgaged
property appears on each deed card.
To release the loan on that property,
the owner must pay back to treasury
that loan amount plus 10% interest.

Board spaces:

GO

Players collect £2,000 each time they
pass or land on the starting space.

GOOD NEWS / BAD NEWS

When landing here, pick the top card
from the appropriate stack and
discuss the statement on the card,
why has it been valued the way it
has? Facilitator prompts available for
the cards at the end of this pack.

When the discussion is complete
replace the card at the bottom of the
stack

ON THE SPOT FINES

Money from fines must be placed in
the middle of the board.  When a
player lands on the Lottery space
they will ‘win’ all the money that is in
the centre of the board

JUST VISITING

A player landing on the space as part
of their turn may treat it as any other
square, however if the player is sent
to the square by landing on the ‘go to
police station’ square they must stay
there for either three turns or until
they throw a double, while they are in
the police station they are not allowed
to collect any rent on properties they
own 

LOTTERY

A player who lands on this space
collects all the cash that has been
collected in the centre of the board.

GO TO POLICE STATION

Players landing on this space must go
directly to the ‘just visiting’ space.
They do not collect their £2,000 and
must stay there for either three turns
or until they throw a double.

The end of the game:

The game ends when:

1) A pre-determined amount of time
has expired (usually 60 to 90 minutes)
or

2) When two players have become
bankrupt.

The player with the most money,
determined by adding cash to the
value of the properties owned, is the
winner.

This game was created in conjunction with Dudley Youth Offending Service and Abberley Street PRU

Registered Charity No: 1075800
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